
 

“LITTLE DRESSES OF LOVE” PATTERN 

 The basic pattern for creating a Little Dress of Love is 

simply two rectangular pieces of fabric and two straps, 

folded like bias tape.  Feel free to alter the pattern as 

you choose.  Each dress is a unique creation! 

 

 Materials needed: 

 Main Fabric – Piece A - yardage dependent on size – see chart below - 100% cotton, or suitable dress 

fabric  

 Complimenting fabric – Piece B - yardage dependent on size – see chart below - 100% cotton, or suitable 

dress fabric 

 (2) 38” lengths of double fold bias tape to match, or make your own from the chosen fabric  

 3/8” elastic the length varies (dress size 3-5 requires (2) 6” pieces, sizes 6-9 requires (2) 7” pieces, and 
sizes 10-12 requires (2) 8”pieces. 1/2” elastic may be used but the casing will need to be larger  

 Thread to match or compliment – I generally use white for so I don’t have change between dresses. 

 Optional trims, lace, buttons, ribbons, appliqués, etc.  Be creative! 

Size 
Length 
Piece A 

Length 
Piece B Width 

Finished 
Length 

3 19.5” 7” 36- 42” 19” 

4 22.5” 7” 36- 42” 22” 

5 24.5” 7” 42” 24” 

6 26” 8” 42” 26” 

7 28” 8” 42” 28” 

8 30” 8” 42” 30” 

9 32” 8” 42” 32” 

10 33.5” 9” 42-48” 34” 

11 35.5” 9” 42-48” 36” 

12 37.5” 9” 42-28” 38” 
 

For these directions, I will refer to the main color as Piece A.  It will be the larger rectangle.  The complimenting 

color, Piece B, will be used to trim the bottom and create the hem. Straps may be cut from either fabric but will 

need to be folded like bias tape.  Another option is to buy pre-made double folded bias tape in a complimentary 

color.    

Start by deciding which size you will be making.  Use the chart to measure and cut the fabric. 



 Cut one large rectangle of the main color as Piece A.   

 Use a complimentary color and cut the smaller rectangle, Piece B.   

 If you choose to make your own straps, cut two strips, 2 inches wide by 38 inches long.  

Piece B – Fold in half, lengthwise, iron.  (This will be bottom of the dress. No hem needed.) 

Straps – Double folded - If you cut your own, I recommend using a quilt binding tip as you iron.  Or fold the strips 

in half, lengthwise, iron.  Open up the piece and fold the outside edges in to meet the fold in the middle of the 

strip and iron again.  It is much easier if you have a quilt binding tip which will fold the fabric as you pull it 

through the tip and iron. Fold in the ends  ¼”to ½” so straps will have a finished end. 

Now you can begin sewing.   

Start with Piece A.  Fold in half with right sides together.  Sew the back seam down the length of the fabric.  Hint: 

In all sizes, the width is larger than the length.   Iron, zigzag seam if needed.  You now have a large tube.  

Piece B.  I like to open it up and sew the seam, and then fold back in half. You now have a large band. 

Matching the back seams of Piece A (tube) and Piece B (band) and with right sides together, sew these two 

pieces together.  You now have one large tubular piece.   

*Now it is time to cut the armholes.  Use the template at the end of this pattern to select the correct size.  Find 
the center front of the tube and match it to the back seam.  Flatten out and fold the tube so that you can cut the 
armholes from the top sides.  Place a template on the folded sides, at the top of the tube, and trace.  Cut out.  If 
you cut on the fold, it will look like a J.  When you unfold, it will look like a U.  

Next you will work on the casing. Fold under the casings at the front and back top edges by first folding over 
1/4” of the edge toward the inside of fabric and pressing. Next fold 1/2” to 3/4” (depending on your elastic size) 
and press and/or pin. Then stitch along the lower edge.  

At this time, if you choose, you should add any trim to the lower edge of casing. 

Cut your elastic to the correct length and thread it through the casing and stitch the ends.  

Straps:  Pin the center of the open strip to the center of the armhole, right side of strip to the wrong side of the 
armhole. Pin and sew the strip along the fold line to the inside of the dress. Fold the strip over and pin it to the 
right side of the dress. Be sure strap is centered so the ends are of equal length. Be sure to cover the stitching 
line and trim a little elastic if needed. Pin the rest of the strip together and stitch along the edge of the strip and 
at the ends. Use a straight, zigzag, or decorative stitch.  

That’s it!  You have a dress.  You may of course want to add your own embellishments, like pockets, bows, 
buttons, appliqués, etc.  

Want to use a new or like new pillowcase?  Simply cut off the closed end to create a tube of your desired length.  
If the case has one seam, place it in the back.  It there are two seams, make them side seams.  Follow the 
pattern above at the * to cut the arm holes and finish the casings.  Use a complimentary double folded bias tape 
for the straps.  It’s that simple!   

To schedule a drop off of finished dresses, please contact Barb Bugosh – bbugosh@mail.com – 614-939-0864 OR 
Cathy Tucker – kateegrace@wowway.com - 614-855-3498 -  

Happy Sewing! 
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